Welcome New Falcon Autofocus Bioptic User!
Congratulations on receiving the most hi-tech bioptic telescope in the world. We hope you will
derive much satisfaction from using the most natural and easy to use bioptic ever designed.
Here are a few things we’d like you to know:
1. Your Falcon must be attached to the battery for it to operate, and it must be operating
when the eyepiece focus is adjusted for your eye.
2. After your low vision specialist has adjusted the eyepiece, it will be locked in place so
that you cannot accidently reposition the eyepiece.
3. There is a focus over-ride button on your Falcon
a. Pressing the button once will stop the focusing at whatever distance is was
focused
b. Pressing it again will restart the focusing
c. If when looking through a window, the focus is not correct, press the focus override button twice—this set the Falcon for distance focus and hold it there
d. Pressing the button again will reactivate the autofocusing
e. You can also unplug and then replace the cable into the battery—this will reset
the falcon autofocusing system to normal operation
4. If using the Falcon while driving, it should be set for distance focus and turned off.
5. If your Falcon is not focusing, the focus over-ride button may have been pressed
unintentionally—simply unplug and replace the battery cable into the battery and your
falcon will return to normal operation
6. Do not press hard on the eyepiece when cleaning it—this may cause the eyepiece to be
moved out of position causing the Falcon to not focus properly for your eye.
7. Please DO NOT attempt to reset the eyepiece focus on your own.
8. Please DO read the User Guide provided with your Falcon.
Have more questions? Please contact your Ocutech prescriber.
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